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Abstract 
Geographic space is better understood through the topological relationship of the underlying streets 
(note: entire streets rather than street segments), which enables us to see scaling or fractal or living 
structure of far more less-connected streets than well-connected ones. It is this underlying scaling 
structure that makes human activities predictable, albeit in the sense of collective rather than 
individual human moving behavior. This topological analysis has not yet received its deserved 
attention in the literature, as many researchers continue to rely on segment analysis for predicting 
human activities. The segment-analysis-based methods are essentially geometric, with a focus on 
geometric details of locations, lengths, and directions, and are unable to reveal the scaling property, 
which means they cannot be used for human activities prediction. We conducted a series of case 
studies using London streets and tweet location data, based on related concepts such as natural streets, 
and natural street segments (or street segments for short), axial lines, and axial line segments (or line 
segments for short). We found that natural streets are the best representation in terms of human 
activities or traffic prediction, followed by axial lines, and that neither street segments nor line 
segments bear a good correlation between network parameters and tweet locations. These findings 
point to the fact that the reason why axial lines-based space syntax, or the kind of topological analysis 
in general, works has little to do with individual human travel behavior or ways that human 
conceptualize distances or spaces. Instead, it is the underlying scaling hierarchy of streets – numerous 
least-connected, a very few most-connected, and some in between the least- and most-connected – that 
makes human activities predictable. 
 
Keywords: Topological analysis, space syntax, segment analysis, natural streets, scaling of 
geographic space 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Human activities can be predicted well by the topology of space, or, more precisely, the topological 
relationship of named or natural streets that are generated from individual street segments with same 
names or good continuity (Jiang et al. 2008). The topology of streets enables us to see the underlying 
scaling of far more less-connected streets than well-connected ones, or the scaling hierarchy of 
numerous least-connected, a very few most-connected, and some in between the least- and most-
connected (Jiang and Yin 2014). Thus, the topology of streets differs fundamentally from the concept 
of topology in geographic information systems (GIS), since the latter is imposed among geometric 
primitives of points, lines, polygons, and pixels (Longley et al. 2015). The topology of streets differs 
also fundamentally from the topology in segment analysis, which is defined among adjacent line 
segments (Hillier and Iida 2005); see more details in Section 3. Thus, the topology of streets is unique, 
being a notion that is closely related to the scaling structure of far more smalls than larges; see more 
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details in Section 2. It is this scaling or fractal or living structure that makes human activities 
predictable (Note: the notion of living is taken from Alexander (2002–2005)), albeit in the sense of 
collective rather than individual human moving behavior. In other words, human activities or traffic 
flow captured by the kind of topological analysis, or space syntax in particular (Hillier and Hanson 
1984), are collective human travel behavior shaped by the underlying street structure (Penn 2003, 
Penn et al. 1998). The reason why human activities can be predicted by the topological analysis of 
streets, or why axial lines-based space syntax works, has little to do with individual human factors 
such as age, gender, or an individual’s familiarity with the space, or ways that human conceptualize 
space or distances. Instead, it is essentially the underlying street structure – or, more precisely, the 
underlying scaling structure of far more less-connected than well-connected streets – that shapes 
human activities (e.g., Jiang and Jia 2011, Omer and Jiang 2015). In other words, given a street 
network, traffic flow with respect to individual streets for human beings is essentially the same as that 
for monkeys or random walkers. However, this advantage of topological analysis has not yet received 
deserved attention in the literature. The present paper intends to illustrate that natural streets are the 
best topological representation for predicting human activities.  
 
This paper was initially motivated by the basic question of why space syntax works or, more precisely, 
why axial lines-based space syntax works. The same question has been well addressed in the space 
syntax literature. For example, Jiang and colleagues (Jiang and Jia 2011, Jiang et al. 2008, Omer and 
Jiang 2015) concluded that traffic flow captured by space syntax is morphological, which means it has 
little to do with human factors, as mentioned above. Importantly, axial lines are not a good 
representation in comparison with natural streets at the city scale. On the other hand, Hillier and 
colleagues (Hillier 1999, and Hillier and Iida 2005) looked for reasons from both morphological (or 
network effect) and human factors, particularly different ways in which human beings conceptualize 
distances. We will argue in this paper that the segment analysis is essentially geometry-based rather 
than topology-oriented, meaning that it cannot be used for predicting human activities. At this point, 
the reader may be wondering why good correlations were found by segment analysis-related studies, 
including the London case studies (Hillier and Iida 2005). One main reason could be the small case 
studies areas, which do not involve a large number of axial lines or line segments. Also, the 
correlations through segment analysis are not as good as those in the corresponding axial line analysis 
(Hillier and Iida 2005). Another reason could be the distance-decay effect while calculating the 
correlations (Gao et al. 2013). The present paper reports several case studies at the city scale using 
street or segment representations without considering other factors in order to demonstrate that natural 
streets are the best representation for predicting human activities, followed by axial lines, and that 
neither street segments nor line segments are good representation for capturing human activities. This 
is because the first two representations are topological, while the latter two representations are 
geometric.   
 
The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we illustrate with empirical evidence that human 
activities are mainly shaped by the underlying scaling of far more less-connected streets than well-
connected ones, and that topological analysis capable of capturing the underlying scaling can predict 
human activities well. Second, we demonstrate that segment analysis or conventional GIS 
representations are essentially geometric and therefore cannot reveal the scaling or fractal or living 
structure, which means they are unable to predict human activities. Third, we further clarify the 
importance of topological analysis in space syntax. 
 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some basic principles of 
topological analysis and space syntax, concentrating on two basic notions of topology and scaling. 
Section 3 illustrates segment analysis and makes it clear why the approach is geometric in essence. 
Section 4 reports a series of case studies using London street network and tweet location data, in order 
to demonstrate that natural streets are the best representation for traffic flow prediction, followed by 
axial lines, and that neither street nor line segment is able to capture human activities. Section 5 
further discusses the study and its implications for better understanding urban structure and dynamics. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes and points to future work. 
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become edges of the graph. It is obvious that the metric information of streets such as lengths and 
widths is discarded in the transformation. The ring road has the highest degree of connectivity, with 24 
other streets directly connected to it. The ring street is the most central in terms of not only degree 
centrality, but also closeness – close to all other streets. The three longest streets have also the highest 
degree of betweenness, since they tend to bridge different parts of the connectivity graph. The most 
distinguished feature of the topological representation is its scaling hierarchy of many least-connected 
(49), only one most-connected, and some in between the least- and most-connected. There are four 
hierarchical levels, indicted by the four colors in Figure 1.  
 
Topology and scaling are the two fundamental and interconnected concepts behind the topological 
analysis or space syntax in particular. The topology helps show the underlying scaling of street 
connectivity: far more the less-connected than the well-connected. In other words, a street space or 
urban environment is usually too big or too complex to perceive directly. However, it can be well 
perceived by partitioning the space into many perceivable pieces, and then connecting these pieces to 
become a coherent whole: the connectivity graph. These perceivable pieces are not evenly or equally 
distributed like pixels in an image, or like points, lines, and polygons in the TIGER model. Instead, 
there are far more small pieces than large ones, or far more short streets than long ones, or far more 
less-connected things than well-connected ones. Importantly, every piece is small or simple enough to 
be perceived from a single vantage point. Essentially, a large, complex space can be understood from 
the connectivity graph, which captures the scaling of far more small pieces than large ones. Unlike 
topology and scaling, geometric representations concentrate on geometric details of distances, 
locations, and directions, implying that they are incapable of revealing the underling scaling of far 
more less-connected things than well-connected ones. Instead, they show more or less similar 
segments or junctions. In the next section, we introduce one of the geometric representations: so-called 
segment analysis. The segments initially refer to line segments, but we introduce the segment analysis 
using street segments in order to consistent with natural streets.  
 
 
3. Geometric representations and segment analysis 
Geographic representations of current GIS, such as vector and raster, are essentially geometric rather 
than topological. We have categorized them as geometric, not because there are no topological 
relationships, but because the topological relationships recur among geometric primitives of points, 
lines, polygons, and pixels (e.g., Longley et al. 2015). In the GIS literature, topology or topological 
relationship is weighted by distances or constrained by geographic locations. The London 
underground map is a good example of the topology featured in current GIS. Despite the distorted 
geometric aspects of the map, its topological relationships are defined among individual stations. As a 
reminder, the topology we refer to enables us to see the scaling of far more small things than large 
ones (see Section 2 for an illustration). Thus, all geographic representations in conventional GIS are 
essentially geometric; one can refer to related textbooks for more details (e.g., Longley et al. 2015). In 
this section, we introduce another geometric representation: so-called segment analysis.  
 
The segment analysis is based on a weighted graph among individual line segments (Hillier and Iida 
2005). The authors used axial line segments to build up the graph, but we introduce the method using 
street segments in order to be consistent with the street-based topological representation (Figure 2). As 
shown in Figure 2, the three most connected streets consist of six street segments: s1, s2, …, s6. Their 
adjacent relationships constitute a matrix, in which the elements or weights are defined by three 
different distances: metric, fewest-turn, and angular. The metric distance is defined by the sum of the 
lengths of the adjacent segments; actually, half the sum of their length between the two mid-points. 
The fewest-turn distance of two adjacent segments is defined as follows: the distance is one if the two 
adjacent segments are not at the same direction; otherwise the distance is 0. The angular distance is 
defined by the sum of angular changes, so it is also commonly called geometric. These three different 
distances or weights reflect how human beings conceptualize distances, as Hillier and Iida (2005) 
attempted to seek why space syntax works from human aspects. This focus on human aspects differs 
fundamentally from what we seek from the underlying street structure or the scaling of far more less-
connected things than well-connected ones. 
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4.3 Presence and absence of correlation between connectivity and human activities 
Given the scaling property, it is not surprising that there is a good correlation between the connectivity 
of natural streets and the number of tweet locations. The overall correlation is around 0.4 of R square 
in the London area (Z5). However, from the outmost border (Z5) to the city center (Z1), the R square 
increases up to 0.85 (Table 2). This may result from two factors: (1) human activities tend to be higher 
in the center, and low in the periphery, and (2) there is an edge effect for the topological analysis. To 
avoid the edge effect, the correlation analyses were examined further in several other regions with a 
high concentration of tweet locations (N1 to N4). The correlations are also very high (Table 2). By 
comparison, the correlations for the axial lines in the selected areas are much lower than those for the 
natural streets. These results indicate that natural streets are better axial lines for predicting human 
activities. 
 
Table 2: Correlation between the connectivity and the number of Tweet locations in nine study areas  
(Note: # = number, NS = Natural street, AL = Axial line, SS = Street segment, LS = Line segment) 
 
Zone#  Correlation (NS)  Correlation (AL) Correlation (SS) Correlation (LS) 
Z1  0.85  0.31 0.003 0.02 
Z2  0.62  0.19 0.008 0.002 
Z3  0.57  0.14 0.008 0.001 
Z4  0.51  0.12 0.007 0.002 
Z5  0.36  0.08 0.0002 0.001 
N1  0.39  0.02 0.002 0.0001 
N2  0.67  0.14 0.0003 0.002 
N3  0.83  0.24 0 0.005 
N4  0.89  0.53 0.01 0.007 
 
Unlike natural streets and axial lines, street and line segments do not demonstrate the scaling property 
because they do not pass the power law detection, as the p-values equal to 0 (Table 1). Visually, the 
street and line segments do not exhibit a clear scaling pattern, and instead show some random structure, 
as shown in Figure 5. More specifically, the connectivity values of street segments show a normal 
distribution, whereas those of line segments show a bimodal distribution (Figure 5). The two 
histograms demonstrate that the connectivity values of street or line segments tend to center around 
the mean with a small deviation. The absence of scaling property determines the extremely poor 
correlation between segment connectivity and the number of tweet locations; most R square values for 
street and line segments are less than 0.01 (Table 2). This is in line with our argument that the 
underlying scaling structure shapes human activities. So far, we have only examined connectivity, its 
scaling property, and its correlation with the number of tweet locations. In the next subsection, we will 
further examine two other centrality measures (betweenness and closeness) with respect to the four 
segment-based representations. 
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N4  0.019  0.004  0.022 0.027 0.012 0.024 0.024  0.056        
Lin
e s
egm
en
t 
Z1  0.009  0.009  0.031 0.006 0.001 0.077 0.073  0.08 
Z2  0.002  0.003  0.015 0.0002 0.003 0.017 0.011  0.015 
Z3  0.003  0.003  0.012 0.0003 0.004 0.011 0.007  0.009 
Z4  0.003  0.003  0.006 0.0003 0.002 0.007 0.004  0.006 
Z5  0.003  0.002  0.005 0.0003 0.002 0.004 0.003  0.004 
N1  0.001  0.001  0.002 0 0.0004 0.001 0.0001  0.001 
N2  0.002  0.002  0.003 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.001  0.002 
N3  0.001  0.001  0.019 0.001 0.007 0.008 0.01  0.008 
N4  0.019  0.013  0.002 0.037 0.006 0.014 0.014  0.024 
 
The correlations are significantly improved (R square > 0.6) in some areas (such as Z1 and N4) when 
we summed the centrality measures of segments into individual natural street; see Table 4. For 
closeness centrality, the R square values even climb to 0.9. There is also a certain improvement on 
correlations based on the aggregated values of line segment metrics using axial lines (Table 4). The 
reason for the high correlation can again be said to be the effect of scaling. Using Z1 as an example, 
after the segment metrics are summed based on individual natural street or axial line, either 
betweenness or closeness values among four types of segment graphs have a scaling property (Figure 
6). Furthermore, the values from the natural street graph are the most strikingly scaling. In this 
connection, it is not surprising that the R sqaure values can increase dramatically from less than 0.1 to 
around 0.9, and the summed values based on natural street graph in most cases show the best 
correlations. Based on these findings, we further confirm that the human activities in particular are 
shaped mainly because the underlying scaling structure of urban space. 
 
Table 4: R square values between the summed segment centrality values and the number of tweet 
locations based on natural streets and axial lines  
(Note: M = Metric, F = Fewest turns, A = Angular, P = Point-based) 
 
Betweenness Closeness
M  F A P M F A P 
     
    N
atu
ral
 str
eet
s 
Z1  0.61  0.66 0.64 0.65 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.87 
Z2  0.49  0.2 0.23 0.53 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.71 
Z3  0.44  0.1 0.16 0.34 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.67 
Z4  0.39  0.1 0.15 0.31 0.6 0.59 0.59 0.62 
Z5  0.37  0.09 0.14 0.29 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.57 
N1  0.56  0.06 0.08 0.23 0.43 0.41 0.42 0.42 
N2  0.48  0.29 0.42 0.52 0.68 0.7 0.7 0.72 
N3  0.75  0.65 0.65 0.76 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.84 
N4  0.94  0.42 0.28 0.84 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.94 
    
Ax
ial 
line
s 
Z1  0.37  0.07 0.28 0.46 0.42 0.41 0.42 0.41 
Z2  0.16  0.06 0.2 0.16 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.27 
Z3  0.15  0.06 0.16 0.13 0.18 0.21 0.2 0.21 
Z4  0.11  0.05 0.1 0.1 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.16 
Z5  0.09  0.04 0.08 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.11 0.12 
N1  0.04  0.03 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 
N2  0.11  0.05 0.17 0.04 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 
N3  0.2  0.04 0.25 0.05 0.26 0.24 0.25 0.24 
N4  0.4  0.46 0.17 0.45 0.53 0.55 0.54 0.56 
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order to see the underlying scaling of far more less-connected streets than well-connected ones. In 
other words, it is through discarding metric information or by concentrating on topological aspect of 
streets that we are able to capture the underlying scaling or living structure. As shown in this paper 
and many other studies in the space syntax literature, the topological analysis is capable of capturing a 
majority of human activities without considering metric information like street lengths and widths, and 
even building heights.  
 
The traditional GIS analysis is largely based on the spatial models or representations that contain 
merely metric information and are therefore mechanistic. For example, a digital elevation model is a 
mechanical structure of numerous pixels, but the pixel-pixel-adjacent relationship says nothing about 
the underlying scaling structure of space. Geographic objects in the vector format can be identified 
from the imagery, but the topological relationship among the points, lines, and polygons still fails to 
uncover the underlying scaling hierarchy of far more small things than large ones. Therefore, as a 
critique to current geospatial models such as vector and raster, the geometric primitives of points, lines, 
polygons and pixels are mechanistically imposed, which means they pose little meanings in our 
perception and cognition. On the contrary, both natural streets and axial lines represent meaningful 
units in our cognition, and they are essentially small spaces that can be perceived form single 
viewpoints. Thus, the street-based topological analysis differs fundamentally from these GIS 
representations. In addition, GIS representations make no difference between space where people can 
move freely around and space occupied by buildings or other geographic features. The topological 
analysis concentrates only on spaces between buildings or, equivalently, streets in which people can 
freely move around. It is essentially the scaling hierarchy of the free space that shapes the human 
movement, or makes traffic predictable. 
 
To this point, we can remark that human activities as a whole cannot be well understood from 
individual human beings. This is because the whole, as a complex system, is more than the sum of its 
parts. To borrow the famous statement by Winston Churchill – that “we shape our buildings, and 
thereafter they shape us” – we have demonstrated through the above case studies that human activities 
are substantially shaped by the underlying scaling of space. It is the underlying scaling structure that 
makes human activities predictable. However, this predictability is at a collective scale in terms of 
how many people come to individual streets, rather than detailed travel routes of individual people. 
Researchers tend to confuse the collective traffic flow shaped by the underlying street structure with 
individual travel behavior. This is also a common misunderstanding in the space syntax literature, as 
pointed out by Omer and Jiang (2015). In other words, the traffic flow captured by axial-based space 
syntax has little to do with human beings or random walkers. In a given street network, up to 80 
percent of traffic flow can be accounted for by the underlying street structure (e.g., Jiang and Jia 2012). 
This social physical perspective (Buchanan 2007) is what underlies the topological representation and 
analysis. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
Human activities are mainly shaped by the underlying street network or, more specifically, the scaling 
of numerous least-connected, a very few most-connected, and some in between the least- and most-
connected. This is the major theme of the present paper, in which we have shown that natural streets 
are the best spatial representation, followed by axial lines, and that neither street segments nor line 
segments can well capture Tweet locations. Both natural streets and axial lines – or, more specifically, 
their topological representations – capture well the underling scaling hierarchy of far more the less-
connected than the well-connected. On the other hand, street segments or line segments (more 
specifically, their relationships) do not reveal any scaling hierarchy or regularity. This is the major 
difference between geometric and topological representations. To reiterate, topology matters in 
predicating human activities, and in better understanding urban structure and dynamics.  
 
The topological analysis relies on its unique topology of geometrically coherent units to reveal the 
underlying scaling of street structure. The scaling makes topological analysis of natural streets or axial 
lines-based space syntax unique and powerful. Human activities captured by the kind of topological 
13 
 
analysis based on natural streets or axial lines are not individual travel behavior – which varies from 
person to person and from time to time for a single person – but collective travel behavior determined 
by the underlying scaling structure. In this paper, we have provided empirical evidence to show that 
topological representation with little metric information tends to capture a majority of human activities, 
whereas segment analysis with more metric information fails to capture human activities. This finding 
further supports our understanding that any spatial cognition derived from space syntax or the 
topological analysis is, at an aggregate level, determined by space rather than by people. Based on the 
understanding of the scaling or living structure of space, our future work will seek to develop new 
means for urban planning and design, e.g. how to generate or improve the scaling or living structure.  
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